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His Undoing
The wedding is off, but the love story is just beginning. Betrayed the night before
his wedding by the supposed boy of his dreams, Ethan Robinson escapes the
devastating fallout by going on his honeymoon alone to the other side of the world.
Hard of hearing and still struggling with the repercussions of being late-deafened,
traveling by himself leaves him feeling painfully isolated with his raw, broken
heart. Clay Kelly never expected to be starting life over in his forties. He got
hitched young, but now his wife has divorced him and remarried, his kids are
grown, and he’s left his rural Outback town. In a new career driving a tour bus on
Australia’s East Coast, Clay reckons he's happy enough. He enjoys his cricket, a
few beers, and a quiet life. If he's a bit lonely, it's not the end of the world. Clay
befriends Ethan, hoping he can cheer up the sad-eyed young man, and a crush on
an unattainable straight guy is exactly the safe distraction Ethan needs. Yet as the
days pass and their connection grows, long-repressed desires surface in Clay, and
they are shocked to discover romance sparking. Clay is the sexy, rugged man of
Ethan’s dreams, and as the clock counts down on their time together, neither
wants this honeymoon to end. Honeymoon for One is a gay romance by Keira
Andrews featuring a May-December age difference, a slow burn of newfound
friends to lovers, first-time m/m sex, and of course a happy ending.
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Straight to Gay
WARNING! This story contains Gay Love, Fellatio and Anal Sex and first-time gay
sex. If Gay Sex offends you, DO NOT read. Otherwise, enjoy! Five sexy stories
compiled into one book, chronicling the lives of five gay men and the men who
teach them the rules of love and lust. There's Matt, whose boyfriend is gone and is
now alone and looking for love in the worst place to find it; Elijah, whose family
came from Russia and settled in America where they are free and now finally Elijah
gets to do whatever it is he really wants to do or who; another guy who looks back
in time when he was still with Brian, who suddenly disappeared from his life and
left just one thing behind; there's Max, a columnist who makes a bet with another
man and when the man wins, what happens to Max goes out of hand; and a young
man whose daydreams of David, a swimmer, turns into something more than
dreams when he is invited up to his apartment. Read now! And find what happens
in their life stories. This compilation contains the following stories: An Anatomy of
Melancholy The End of Nothing With Loss of Eden Fluency of the Heart On the Cusp

Gay Erotica - 10 Gay Men First Time Stories
Callan Jones is a bright new hockey star having the time of his life — and the hardhitting, goal-scoring, trash-talking winger has the whole league riled up in a hissyPage 3/35
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fit. Only one thing could ever trip up the invincible youngster: the fact that he likes
guys. Good thing he’s managed to keep that secret under wraps right? Ever since
Tyler Vance lost the Cup by a goal, his team’s been caught in a downward spiral —
with him at the helm. The fans gossip that the captain’s heart isn’t in hockey
anymore. Who knows? Maybe they’re right. A shocking trade between two bitter
rivals takes the hockey world by storm. Now it’s up to Vance to make sure Jones
fits in with his new team. Will the truth about Callan’s trade come out? And will it
have the power to change everything? *** Linemates is a 115,000 word first time
gay romance novel with a HEA! Narrated in present tense, dual first-person POV.
No cliffhangers or cheating. Steamy MM scenes are depicted. Light MF elements
depicted.

M/m Gay Erotica, Top to Bottom Erotic BDSM Romance "Club
Leather Bound" Book 1, LGBT Romance, Enemies to Lovers,
Fake Boyfriend
This book is for mature audiences 18 and over. Maxwell Gold appeared to be a
successful straight man with a wife and loads of friends, but Max has been living a
secret life. Everyone knows about it, his wife, and his boys, the only one who
doesn’t realize that he’s not straight but gay, is Maxwell Gold. Gay love, gay sex,
gay relationship, gay romance, LGBTQ, m/m romance, gay series, no cheating, no
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cliffhangers The night he walks into a French restaurant and is love-sick over a
young man, is the same night he’s confronted with the truth about himself, and his
sham marriage to his beautiful wife. Can the love of his life Jami Caulfield who
knows who he is, convince Max that love is never having to say you’re sorry when
you accept yourself, and who you choose to love? Can Maxwell Gold handle all the
problems that’s been tossed at him when he announces to his father that he’s gay
and loves a man? When Maxwell Gold fell in love with Jami, he didn’t expect Jami to
come with years of baggage, and will he be able to handle Jami’s past or is it too
much even for a gay or straight man? This book contains enemies to lovers, friends
to lovers, billionaire bad boy, best friend romance erotic first time anal erotic story.
Key words: gay love, gay lust, gay sex, gay relationships, LGBTQ, m/m romance,
gay series, epic romance, queer fiction, free, freebie novel UK gay adult, UK gay
erotic, UK gay romance, UK LGBTQ romance, UK gay, UK, AU erotica, AU gay
erotica, AU gay romance mm romance novel, mm erotica novel, bisexual, enemies
to friends, LGBT, LGBTQ, free mm romance, free gay mm erotic romance Free
Contemporary Gay Romance Ebook: Contemporary Erotic Romance: BDSM, Free,
New Adult Erotica, Billionaire, Adult, Dominant, Possessive, Alpha Male, First Kiss,
HEA, HFN, Love, College, Bad Boy Modern, Millennial, Hot, Passionate, Steamy,
Series, Male Protagonist, Main Character, First Person POV, 2020, US, UK, CA, AU,
EU, Suspense, Mystery, Nerd, Short Story, Trilogy, Holiday, College, YA, Young
Adult, Anthology, Hottest, Authors, Writers, Well written, Popular, Funny,
Bestselling, Books, Novels, Ebooks, Paperbacks, Fiction) MMMM hot romantic gay
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Gay Men Describe Their First Same-Sex Experience
*A Fun, Standalone Gay Romance with No Cliffhanger** Birthday Surprise A first
time of a story of love from 2 best friends, Troy and Adam, romance and fun story
of their first time being gay experience. Its Troy's twenty-first birthday and he had
made plans to hang out with Adam for the day. Little did he know that more than
just hanging out was going to happen. Troy has always wondered what it would be
like to be with another man. Always failing with the girls Troy begins looking at
Adam in a different way, checking him out as he drinks a cold beer sitting at the
poolside. Troy was afraid to tell his best friend that he thought he might be gay.
Afraid that Adam would walk away from him in disgust. When they both get into
the pool Adam says that he has a birthday surprise for Troy and when he doesn't
tell him what it is Troy dunks his head under water. His First Time A first time of a
story of love from 2 strangers, romance and fun story of Kyle's first time being gay
experience. Kyle has been waiting for spring break for a long time. Instead of
staying at his parents' house in California, and instead of going to Mexico with his
college buddies Kyle has decided that he's going to travel to New York City. The
only reason for going was because he was ready. Ready to try something new that
he had wanted to do for years. All he had to do was look for someone. Someone to
help him fulfill what he set out to do. Our Camping A first time of a story of love
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from 2 best friends, Brendan and Thomas, romance and fun story of their first time
being gay experience on their camping. Brendan and Thomas are going camping
for the weekend just the two of them, being best friends they know that they can
share anything with one another, by Thomas calls him out on his secret body half
way to the campground they are going to. Thomas decides the best way to let
Brendan know he could see his secret body is to play a little game. Knowing they
are both hard Thomas offers to please him while no one is around and tells
Brendan he has to promise not to tell anyone and to never speak of it again.
Finding A New Love Jeremiah is bound and determined to have Steve get back out
into the dating world after a divorce from his wife. Steve was married at nineteen
and now here he was at forty-two single once again. Taking Steve out to the bar
with him by the end of the night they each had a woman to bring back to
Jeremiah's house, though the night hadn't gone as planned. The rest of the week,
Jeremiah and Steve hang out and bond more and more. Getting closer and closer
to each other. When Jeremiah suggests that they change the rules of a card game
they are playing is when Steve finds out more about Jeremiah and realizes that
they are becoming closer with each other in the ways that he never thought of
before. As the night goes on the card game gets more interesting and Steve
realizes that his life is going to change forever. The Very First One Alain has a
secret even he doesn't know about. Locked in his DNA is an extremely rare and
ancient gene that dates back to humanity's earliest days on earth. Can Alain fulfill
his dream before his destiny catches up with him? Or will his own secret destroy
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him literally? The Very First One contains an innocent first time gay experience, a
sexy werewolf, naughty scenes, hot and steamy shifter romance story. Due to
sexual content and heavy subject matter, including gay sex, this book is
recommended for ages 18+

A Little Life
My heart's about to get wrangled in Chad's wicked little game. I left behind my
countryside hometown of Spruce, Texas and my teenage tormentor Chad Landry to
start over, pursue a career, and make a new name for myself. Fast forward ten
years, and I'm back in Spruce for my high school reunion to confront my past and
to face the boy who made my teen years hell. I'm no longer the vulnerable
teenager I once was, and I'll guarantee you this: Chad won't have any power over
me. But all the mental preparation in the world couldn't possibly prepare me for
the sight of the hot, gorgeous, and hunky rancher that Chad has become, nor the
secret he's been waiting ten long years to tell me. Chad's got things to say. And
I've got a score to settle. Someone's poor little heart is about to get wrangled in a
game it is sure to lose. NOTE: Though the story addresses past bullying, it contains
no actual bullying or violence. "Wrangled" is a small-town, enemies-to-lovers
romance loaded with humor, high romantic tension, and southern sass. *** This is
a southern male/male romance set in the same fictional small town as "Football
Sundae", "Born Again Sinner", and "Heteroflexible". Though this book takes place
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between the last chapter and the epilogue of "Heteroflexible", it can be read
entirely on its own. Read all the books set in Spruce, Texas! Football Sundae Born
Again Sinner Heteroflexible Wrangled

Letting Go
Due to sexual content and heavy subject matter, including gay sex, this book is
recommended for ages 18+ A first time of a story of love from 2 best friends,
Brendan and Thomas, romance and fun story of their first time being gay
experience on their camping. Brendan and Thomas are going camping for the
weekend just the two of them, being best friends they know that they can share
anything with one another, by Thomas calls him out on his secret body half way to
the campground they are going to. Thomas decides the best way to let Brendan
know he could see his secret body is to play a little game. Knowing they are both
hard Thomas offers to please him while no one is around and tells Brendan he has
to promise not to tell anyone and to never speak of it again. To know more you
have to open the book and read. Exciting up until… the very end!

Illicit Relations
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
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a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

Boyfriend 101
In a dating guide for the gay man, a relationship coach shares advice on how to
identify the characteristics of one's perfect man, expand one's network of friends,
flirt, write a personal ad, establish dating protocols, and insure safe sex with one's
partner.

Teen Idol Secrets
Downlow Men / First Time Gay Erotica Brandon and Chris are best friends. They
share just about everything except their sexual preference. The arrangement has
worked great for Brandon so far, not only is Chris his best friend, but he is the
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perfect wingman with translation skills that help Brandon with the Mexican chicas
he favors. All that goes sideways when a bad decision leads to a sticky situation
(and not the good kind). Now they have to 'prove' they're gay to get out of trouble.
Just a simple kiss and they'll be on their way. When that kiss finally happens,
things don’t seem so ‘simple’ anymore… This 7200+ word gay romantic erotica
contains detailed descriptions of gay sex including oral and anal situations. It is
intended for those who love gay/straight first time gay stories with some
sweetness. Author's note: This is a full-length, standalone story. No cliffhanger.
Note: Title changed from Gay For You.

Winter Boys: First Time Gay Romance
"I never thought I'd want to get screwed by a mechanic " After a seedy auto repair
shop over-charged the wrong customer, Miami 8 News secretly dispatches intern
Liam Byrne to investigate. His assignment? To get ripped off by the crooked crew
at Scud's Auto, and catch it all on camera. There's only one problem: hunky
mechanic Paul Parisi keeps getting in the way. And even though the tall, muscular
stud in the oil-stained jumpsuit swears he's straight, Liam's convinced they have a
spark. With a promotion on the line, can Liam resist Paul's flirting and obtain the
footage he needs? Can he keep his cover, or will Paul learn the truth? "Thanks to
my past, I'm stuck here." For a guy who stands behind quality service, cutting
corners is causing all sorts of stressors in Paul's life -- like an embarrassing failure
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to ignite with women. But when Paul takes a private test drive with a handsome
customer, and talks revolve around pistons? Paul's engine doesn't just fire right up
he throws a rod. And he's pretty sure Liam saw it, too. If anyone at the shop found
out what they were up to, Paul knows he'd be out of a job. But Liam won't take his
car elsewhere -- it's almost like the guy wants to get ripped off. What's his deal,
anyway? Screwed is a 45,000 word first time gay romance! A light-hearted novel
featuring a jacked and bi-curious mechanic, a terrible disguise, two men playing
doctor, sex on Miami Beach, and more! No cliffhanger, no cheating, but the HEA is
guaranteed.

And Then There Was You
There's a first time for everything even love. A shy loner going through the motions
It's hard for Cuba to pick a point in his life where he felt like he was truly happy.
Every good thing that's happened to him has been deflated in some way by one
tragedy or another he just feels like he's been sinking. After graduation, he moved
to San Francisco to try to lose himself in his career, but nothing seems to click.
Until Raphael walked into his life in a cloud of cigarette smoke. A playboy who's
used to getting his way A high-powered job, fast cars, trips, cash, and guys Nothing
is out of Raphael's reach, and if he wants it, he takes it-that's the way he likes it.
He doesn't have time for relationships, and he definitely doesn't have room in his
life for any kind of commitment, but there's something special about Cuba's sad,
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dark eyes that he can't seem to forget. He'll do anything to make Cuba smile.
Letting Go is a sensual gay romance featuring first love, healing family
relationships, and learning that no matter how many scars you carry, that there is
always room for happiness and the ability to float. This m/m romance is best suited
for readers over the age of 18.

A Man In Need (MM Gay Romance)
Money is a blessing and a curse for Brenton Hathaway. When a marriage proposal
goes wrong, the 23-year-old travels west for a summer job as a farm-hand. The gig
barely pays, but the wealthy heir doesn't mind -- all he needs is a little country
quiet to get his head straight. But what happens between Brenton and his new
boss, the handsome farmer JT, is anything but straight JT Thaler knows a thing or
two about marriages that don't work. Ever since the divorce, the 33-year-old has
struggled to make ends meet -- and his farm continues to shrink. Convinced he'll
never love again, the lonely farmer has had to settle for hopeless crushes on the
hired help. He's never acted on any of those crushes -- until Brenton showed up,
anyway Both men know that when the summer ends, so must their fling. But after
having tasted life with each other, can they live apart? Just a Summer Thing is a
50,000 word first time gay romance novel! No cheating, no cliffhanger, HEA
guaranteed.
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Honeymoon for One
The groundbreaking series returns for a fifth volume, as gay men vividly describe
their first same-sex experience. Readers always remember their first time - and the
images are that much more vivid when it happens with a member of the same sex.
Editor Jack Hart knows this - and more, as he collects more true tales of men who
love men.

First Time with the Gay Vampire
On Australia's hottest beach, the most dangerous current is between them.
Training to be a lifeguard is tough work, but Cody Grant loves a challenge. He
spends long days in the sun and surf rescuing swimmers from treacherous rip
currents while trying not to lust after senior lifeguard Liam Fox-who is deeply,
painfully closeted. Liam was supposed to be a football legend. Now in his midthirties, it's been over a decade since his dream shattered along with his knee.
Fans still recognize him regularly, and he's terrified his sexuality will be discovered
and his conservative parents will reject him. He has strict rules to protect his secret
and keeps everyone at arm's length. Liam never acts on his need to surrender
after being shamed for it years ago by the first and only man he trusted. Out and
proud Cody fascinates Liam-and tempts him to break all the rules. Cody is
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practically half Liam's size and age, but has the confidence and compassion to take
charge and give Liam the release, affection, and acceptance he desperately
craves. But how long can a secret affair satisfy their hearts? As if saving lives isn't
hard enough, Cody faces his greatest challenge yet convincing Liam to trust him
and find the courage to live out loud. Flash Rip is an M/M gay romance from Keira
Andrews featuring a slow burn, an age gap, scorching first times, and of course a
happy ending.

Blue Identity
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR The New York Times • The Washington
Post • The Wall Street Journal • NPR • Vanity Fair • Vogue • Minneapolis Star
Tribune • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The Guardian • O, The Oprah Magazine • Slate
• Newsday • Buzzfeed • The Economist • Newsweek • People • Kansas City Star •
Shelf Awareness • Time Out New York • Huffington Post • Book Riot • Refinery29 •
Bookpage • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A MAN
BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST A Little Life follows
four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and
ambition—as they move to New York in search of fame and fortune. While their
relationships, which are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the
decades, the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic
Jude, a man scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly
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bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that
we make for ourselves.

And Then I Became Gay
A summer job that changed his life. Ethan was more shy computer nerd than
skilled & studly handyman when Jake took him on as his apprentice, but a few
years under the manly carpenter has this late bloomer ready to blossom and show
his true colors. Ethan’s on-again, off-again girlfriend isn’t crazy about his career,
and she’s made big plans to move half-way across the country. She wants Ethan to
come with her but only if he agrees to leave carpentry behind and go back to
school. Ethan’s head is reeling with questions and doubts. He loves spending time
with Jake — and the thought of giving that up makes him sick to his stomach. Can
Ethan pry himself away from Jake for a relationship that’s not built on a solid
foundation? Will he discover another reason why he finds Jake so magnetic? Still
waters run deep. Jake found out too late that he was actually into guys. Tough luck
for him — between raising his daughter and running his own business, he’s got his
hands full. Love will just have to wait. Not that he has any idea where to find it in
the first place He knows his crush on his apprentice Ethan is totally inappropriate,
not to mention hopeless and stupid. Sure, Ethan’s a cutie — but he’s also totally
straight! Hell, he’s got a girlfriend that he’s willing to move half-way across the
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country for! But when Ethan and his girlfriend unexpectedly run into some
problems and split up, Jake invites the younger apprentice out to his country home
for some “guy time” and sparks fly. Did Jake just do something incredibly
unprofessional — or could Ethan actually be curious about getting with another
guy?

Chance This Fate (A Gay Romance)
Luke Godfrey knows me only as Jade, the sweet stripper whose curves he is
forbidden to touch. But when he is the surprise guest lecturer in my business class,
he finally meets Abby Reynolds - the real me - even though I've done my best to
avoid the gaze of this silver fox. Will this hot, high-flying CEO fall for the real me?
Will he add "fall in love" to his to-do list? Can I get my startup off the ground
without the help of a sugar daddy? And can I find true love - and lose my V-card too? This is a high steam insta love short story of 10,000 words. Their happily ever
after is so sweet it will give you a toothache! Babies included!

Wrangled
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Prince Kirian is in danger. His uncle
Silas has staged a coup–seeking to depose Kirian’s father as king. Only narrowing
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managing to escape, Kirian becomes a fugitive as he seeks to travel west where he
will find safety with his grandfather Sarkan, the ruler of Castle Drakon. Aiding
Kirian in his quest is jaded mercenary Arken, and loyal young nobleman Tabor.
With Arken’s sword and Tabor’s bow to keep him safe, Kirian must try and outwit
and outrun the hunters that Silas has set after him. However, Kirian is not without
powers of his own–his family is sometimes blessed with shape-shifting abilities, the
power to transform into a dragon. As he seeks to save his family and unlock his
powers, Kirian is on a quest to become The Dragon Prince. ---- KEYWORDS: Menage
MMM romance, Gay Paranormal Romance, Gay romance, mm mpreg, fantasy
fiction, paranormal Dragon shifter romance, gay MM romance, First time gay
romance, gay sex virgin swingers, Shifter romance dragon books

Swan Prince: A Gay Fairytale Romance
When two young Amish men find love, will they risk losing everything? In a world
where every detail of life is dictated by God and the all-powerful rules of the
church, David takes on Isaac as a carpentry apprentice. Soon their attraction grows
amid the sweat and sawdust, and they share sinful secrets. Can they reconcile
their shocking desires with their commitment to faith, family and community?

The Wisdom of Crowds
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Opposites attract and when the macho construction worker meets the sexy guy
from the supermarket it changes both their lives. Kevin is bisexual. He knows the
truth: He’s had girlfriends and craves experience with men. He'd never tell anyone
his sexy or romantic fantasies. And could never imagine coming out to his dad or
his mates. They are all blue collar workers like him. He's a super romantic and
sweet guy who just hadn't found anyone to fall in love with until Opposites attract.
Out, loud, and proud: Perry is at a stage in his life when he doesn’t need a
boyfriend just casual fun. He avoids hookup apps. Luckily, there are plenty of other
ways to meet guys. Some of those are not things you’d admit to your coworkers in
the supermarket. When you don’t want a boyfriend, fate will send along the perfect
candidate. Sometimes several to choose from. This time lady luck has sent a
couple of guys for Perry to choose from: Kevin and Kevin's brother. Unlikely
circumstances bring Kevin and Perry together. The chemistry between them
inevitable means they can’t keep their clothes on. And they must make physical
connections involving hands and mouths. There is a great deal of kissing and man
loving man in this story. No cheating and a happy ending. Kevin & Perry's story is
another low angst, feel-good, gay romance in the Sky High Scaffolders (Our Secret
Wedding) series. A first-time gay romance. *** This can be read as a standalone
title. *** 51,000 words of sexy, feel good romance.

Trained by the Boss
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This book is for adults 18 and over and is a MMMM BDSM erotic romance. How can
you get over not being wanted? Cory thought the man in his life was finished with
him when he discovered that he’d been seeing another man. But Cory with his
insecurities discovered that the man he loved, Nicholas, still loved him and needed
him, but wanted to spice up their lives with another man. Cory got along with the
other man, but then Nicholas decided that even that wasn’t enough because they
each had different fantasies and one more man was added. Will Cory be able to
live out his fantasies and adjust to three men? Can the final man be what they
were all looking for, or will he become another problem that Cory will have to
solve? This book has a Daddy/ boy kink, MMMM erotica romance, enemies to
lovers, age gap, forbidden love, lgbt, gay erotica, gay romance, young twink, free
books,

A Forbidden Rumspringa
Callan Jones is a bright new hockey star having the time of his life -- and the hardhitting, goal-scoring, trash-talking winger has the whole league riled up in a hissyfit. Only one thing could ever trip up the invincible youngster: the fact that he likes
guys. Good thing he's managed to keep that secret under wraps right? Ever since
Tyler Vance lost the Cup by a goal, his team's been caught in a downward spiral -with him at the helm. The fans gossip that the captain's heart isn't in hockey
anymore. Who knows? Maybe they're right. A shocking trade between two bitter
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rivals takes the hockey world by storm. Now it's up to Vance to make sure Jones
fits in with his new team. Will the truth about Callan's trade come out? And will it
have the power to change everything? *** Linemates is a 115,000 word first time
gay romance novel with a HEA! Narrated in present tense, dual first-person POV.
No cliffhangers or cheating. Steamy MM scenes are depicted. Light MF elements
depicted.

Flash Rip
Best Selling Gay Romance Author of the "More Than Friends" series brings you His
Undoing. When Mike found out he would be sharing a dorm with a former football
star, he was terrified. He'd been bullied by jocks all his life for being scrawny and
weak and didn't have high expectations of how it would go. To his surprise, Brett
was a great guy that was easy to get along with and seemed to enjoy his company.
When Mike learned that Brett was gay, it was a shock but it also explained the
threatening letters that Mike had been receiving. Was Mike really at risk because
of a jealous ex? Was there anything to be jealous of? **M/M with an M/F scene.**

So in Love
10 Steamy Man on Man and threesome stories, this bundle has everything you
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could want to get you going including spanking, bikers, sex toys, bondage,
cowboys and more! The books: 1. Plowed with Force by my Girlfriends Dad 2.
Stretched and Plowed by the Doctor 3. Plowed and Whipped by the Cowboys Dad
4. Rodded with Force by my Friends Stepfather 5. Shafted with Force by my
Friends Stepbrother 6. Bad Boy MC Bikers Threesome 7. Plowed with Force by my
Older Neighbor 8. Plowed by my Best Friends Stepbrother 9. Banged by his College
Housemates 10. Back Alley Barman ***All characters are over 18 and fictional***

Gay for my Best Friend (Gay Straight mm Erotica)
Breaking away from his royal escorts during their seasonal migration wasn't
Oliver's best idea, especially not when a hunter catches him in their sights and
sends the swan prince spiraling toward the ground. Shifting while in flight isn't
ideal, but neither is getting stuck in human form hundreds of miles away from
home. Depending on the kindness of strangers isn't one of Oliver's strong suits, but
with his injuries locking him in human form and stranding him in the middle of
nowhere, he doesn't have a choice. Bastion's not much of a people-person. In fact,
he prefers the company of his horses over everyone else. That all changes,
however, when he comes across a naked man in one of the empty stalls. His
clothing's nowhere to be found, and without a wallet or a voice to tell Bastion the
stranger's name, he decides to take him in. Mute, injured, and completely naked,
there's something about this man Bastion can't explain. Hours away from
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civilization, it's as though Oliver fell from the sky. But that's impossible Isn't it?
Search Terms: first time gay paranormal romance, gay paranormal mm romance,
first time gay romance, mm gay romance, gay paranormal romance, gay shifter
romance, ebooks gay romance, gay first time paranormal mm romance, gay
paranormal shifter mm romance, gay fairytale romance

Linemates (First Time Gay Romance)
Adam plays "Bud" the all-American boy-next-door on one of the most popular TV
shows of the 1950's, but Adam has a secret. The boy-next-door likes boys instead
of girls and no one can know. Adam's life becomes increasingly complicated as his
studio assigns him a girlfriend and he falls for a male co-star. The truth becomes
ever harder to conceal as Adam becomes increasingly famous and his face begins
to appear on magazine covers. All Adam has ever wanted to do is act, but can he
lead the life he wants to lead and maintain his secret?

Just a Summer Thing: First Time Gay Romance
Eternal love or the final nail in the coffin Drew Carlton is a 25 year old athletic hunk
who doesn't know how good-looking he really is. He's waited a long time for the
special night when he enters Club Fangtasy, nervous about his first time with a
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man. Especially a man who also happens to be a vampire. Ben Wilhelm won't
reveal his age. (Isn't it rude to ask a vampire how old he is?) Ben's not looking for
love; he's just looking for a warm place to sink his fangs for the night. When he
sees the young stud across the dance floor, feelings are awakened deep within him
that he hasn't experienced in over a century. The revelation of a shocking secret
organization raises the stakes, putting both their lives in jeopardy. What do you do
when your survival depends on someone you don't really trust? Will the dark
desires and forbidden attraction between a vampire and a human lead to eternal
love or the final nail in the coffin? This standalone paranormal gay romantic
suspense novella contains romance, action, and adventure as well as an HEA
ending.

Screwed: First Time Gay Romance
Due to sexual content and heavy subject matter, including gay sex, this book is
recommended for ages 18+ A first time of a story of love from 2 strangers,
romance and fun story of Kyle's first time being gay experience. Kyle has been
waiting for spring break for a long time. Instead of staying at his parents’ house in
California, and instead of going to Mexico with his college buddies Kyle has decided
that he's going to travel to New York City. The only reason for going was because
he was ready. Ready to try something new that he had wanted to do for years. All
he had to do was look for someone. Someone to help him fulfill what he set out to
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do. When Kyle meets Jim he knows he's the one, but will Jim want to share the
same experience as Kyle or will he walk away from him? To know more you have to
open the book and read. Exciting up until… the very end!

Gay First Times
He never thought on-the-job training would look quite like this . . . After graduating
college, Aiden Montgomery isn't sure what he's going to do with his life, other than
marry the woman his parents told him he had to. Then, his friend offers to get him
a job working for his father. It's a dream job, dream hours, and decent pay. Yes, his
friend's only offering to help because he's gay and has a thing for Aiden, but
Aiden's straight. So turning him down shouldn't be an issue. That is, until Aiden
meets his new boss, Griffin Hart. Griffin is everything Aiden secretly fantasizes
about. Secret, because no one can know he longs to submit to a man who can take
control, who can take Aiden across a threshold he so desperately wants to crawl
across on hands and knees. Aiden soon finds out Griffin is exactly the kind of man
who can take him from straight to gay, push his boundaries and buttons in a way
he never dreamed possible. But Aiden's boundaries are there for a reason. He's
engaged to a woman his strict, abusive family picked out for him. And his boss's
son isn't too happy about Aiden falling for another man, even if that man is his
father. When their relationship is revealed, everything they've worked for
threatened, Aiden will have to decide if he'll succumb to the pressure from his
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family and deny who he's always been, or if he'll be the man he's been trained to
be. Trained By The Boss is a M/M BDSM straight to gay first time steamy romance
with enough heat to make a habanero jealous. One click NOW to start your
training!

Linemates: First Time Gay Hockey Romance
Sexual Content *Mature audiences only Gay First Times is a collection of 10 men
detailing their first time sexual experiences with a man. The accounts of their first
sexual experience with another man are hot, tantalizing, with nothing being held
back. Asked by author Clark Wilder to provide as much detail as possible, they
disclosed every sexy detail in their recounts of these intensely intimate
experiences. You are about to uncover sexy guy on guy stories: Derek's First Time
RV Games with Jason Movie Night with Nate Hot Soccer Players Tyler in the Dorm
Craig's Massage Alex in Amsterdam Dressing Room with Giovanni College Nights
Dominic at My Beach House In Gay First Times, you will hear from real men and
read about their real first time gay experience stories. Exciting, explicit, and
tempting, this book is sure to please and is refreshingly real! Tags: Gay Firsts, First
Time Gay, M/M, Gay Romance, Gay Erotica, Gay Sex, Gay Relationships, Gay and
Lesbian, Bisexual, Bisexuality, Gay Studies, Gay First Time, Gay First Times, Gay
Men, Gay Sexuality, GLBT, LGBT
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The Carpenter's Apprentice (First Time Gay Romance)
Does the forbidden fruit really taste sweeter? Terry’s had a crush on his second
cousin Justin for what seems like forever. He’s hidden it as well as possible,
knowing that the other man is out of bounds, forbidden fruit. Second cousins
getting together isn’t actually illegal, but for Justin the relationship is too close—he
just can’t contemplate them being together. But when some new information
comes to light about Terry’s birth and his place in the family, the whole game
changes. Suddenly the relationship isn’t so impossible, and things soon begin to
get hot and heavy. *** Keywords: erotic romance, gay romance, mm romance,
coming out, first time.

A Secret Boyfriend
Tom is enjoying the cosiness of his home; divorced with his kids securely asleep
upstairs, he both finds the quietness and peace to be calming but also finds
himself in the grip of both loneliness and lust. A need to be needed, wanted and
desired. Then he is shaken out of his book-reading by a crash outside. Rushing to
help, he rescues the rugged and handsome Chet. Warming him up and making
sure that he is comfortable, Chet soon decides to thank Tom in a way that he
wasn’t expecting… and in a way that warms his loins as much as the rest of him.
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Keyword: ebook paranormal romance alpha male outlaw romantic sensual 2018
conflicted college racy amateur new own claim jealous broken wounded brooding
gay sexy twink boi barebacking casual nsa no strings attached anonymous
dangerous bottom bareback bdsm dominated bent over first time domination bear
bottom action urban uniform mm m/m series box set motorcycle car mechanic
dirty rough

Gay Romance: His First Time
This book is for mature adults You're invited to come play at Club Leather Bound
on Master Night. Dress code: Leather, cuffs, and chains. You supply the men and
we'll supply the toys. Daniel the owner and Master of Club Leather Bound discovers
that for once in his life he has fallen in love. However, the object of his affection, a
young musician, Hayden, had never been kissed, well not the way Daniel expects
to. Will Hayden submit to Daniel the Master, or will Hayden throw the Master off his
game? This book is a continuation of the Leather and Chrome Series, and is in the
same world. This series contain light BDSM, fake boyfriend, friends to lovers,
enemies to lover, M/M, daddy kink, and age gap. key words best friend romance,
erotic first time anal erotic story, mm romance, mm erotica, anal surprise, best
friend erotica, Free first in series, gay erotica, LGBT erotic romance, Contemporary
Romance Ebook: Contemporary Erotic Romance: BDSM, Free, New Adult Erotica,
Billionaire, Adult, Dominant, Possessive, Alpha Male, First Kiss, HEA, HFN, Love,
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College, Bad Boy Modern, Millennial, Hot, Passionate, Steamy, Series, Male
Protagonist, Main Character, First Person POV, 2019, US, UK, CA, AU, EU, Suspense,
Mystery, Nerd, Short Story, Trilogy, Holiday, College, YA, Young Adult, Anthology,
Hottest, Authors, Writers, Well written, Popular, Funny, Bestselling, Books, Novels,
Ebooks, Paperbacks, Fiction UK adult, UK gay, UK romance, UK, contemporary gay
series, UK romance, gay UK, gay adult, lgbt adult, daddy/boy, enemies to lovers
gay romance, daddy, boy, UK daddy/boy, mm gay, M/m erotica

From Top to Bottom (Gay Erotic Romance)
Straight to gay? Straight guys will cuss and tell you such a thing can never happen.
Fortunately, they are not reading this. We know that sometimes there's a spark
that lights a flame that can't be doused. Dig deep in any gay guy's history and
there will be at least one straight man with whom he has had a complicated
relationship. The straight men in these stories are unattached - whether through
being divorced or left a widower - and they are lonely. And then someone comes
along who turns their heads, and the question becomes how hard do they want to
resist. If you like sweet, gentle, tender erotica you will love this book. All of the
stories in this book have previously been published as stand-alone ebooks. They
are collected here for anyone who prefers a print book. The stories included are:
Twink on Top Straight No More; My First Time with Another Guy; Manwatched:
Straight to Gay and Twink on Top; Silver Fox; Love Letters from an Undecided Man;
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Sir, Do You Kiss?; Love Letters Straight to Gay; Love Letters to a Lusty Librarian;
Straight Mate's First Date Plan B; Straight Until Midnight; Straight to Gay for Love;
Golden Boy

Gay Romance: Our Camping
One desire on his mind Straight-boy and stand-out college athlete Kevin
Westbrook's whole life has been driven by one goal: to make it to the professional
hockey league. But even though he's chiseled, he's still just too lean to play
against the muscle-bound athletes that dominate the pros. And now that Kevin's
stellar career has hit its first rut in the ice, his girlfriend's not so sure about their
future. When she leaves him, his Christmas travel plans get blown up in the split.
Kevin knows he should be upset about the break-up but all he can think about is
team captain Cam's big, rock-hard body. If only he had that, all his problems would
be solved! Is there something more to Kevin's obsession with muscled and sweatslicked chests? Will Cam save Kevin's Christmas and make all his wishes, no matter
how forbidden or suppressed, come true? He's harder than ice Loved by his
teammates and feared by opponents, nobody knows much about senior
defenseman Cam Blake -- except he's big, tough, and hits like a truck. So stay the
hell out of his way. And that's just how Cam wants it. 'Cause if his teammates
found out that he was into dudes once upon a time, they'd never look at the
captain the same. Not that anyone could find out -- after his first love, he vowed to
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never be with another boy again. But when Kevin gets into a jam and needs
someone to rescue him? Cam can't say no, even if he knows inviting the cute
freshman back to his ranch in Manitoba -- where the secrets of his past lurk -- is
nothing but risky. Kevin's eager to learn a lot more about Cam -- whether Cam
wants him to or not. Only question is, can Cam keep all his secrets hidden? And is
Kevin actually curious or is Cam getting carried away again? Winter Boys is a
45,000 word first time gay romance novel with a HEA! This book has hot athlete
man-on-man action and two light male/female scenes.

Free Gay Erotic Romance, Fiction M/M Romance, "Boys with
Toys" Book 1, Straight to Gay, M/M Romance, Gay Romance,
Erotic Gay Romance, LGBT Romance Novel)
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! What happens when an upstate
lawyer and an actor cross paths? Love certainly wasn’t on their minds initially, but
Steve Cofax and Jason Hart can’t seem to keep their hands off each other. Even
though Jason’s middle class status doesn’t match Steve’s affluent achievements,
they still find a rapturous love between the tension of their bodies. As their
relationship blossoms, Jason begs for their encounters to be more discreet as to
not attract the attention of the media; Steve is used to dealing with because of his
status, but Jason isn’t at all. Their passionate time together is dramatically
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disrupted by a scandalous tabloid article featuring a picture of them kissing in
Central Park. A hefty argument ensues that tests their relationship and causes
Jason to reveal a secret he’s been hiding the entire time. Will their love prevail past
the drama of the media or succumb to its potential ending because of the secret?
----- KEYWORDS: Gay romance, mm romance, mm mpreg, Mm romance, gay
spanking pregnancy books, older man younger man romance, gay mc series, mm
Mpreg romance, First time gay romance, gay sex virgin books

The Dragon Prince
"And Then I Became Gay is about the lives of young men who express the
complications, adversities, and satisfactions of being a sexual outsider in North
America during the 1980s and 1990s. Consisting of narratives which chronicle
developmental progression from first memories of being attracted to other males
to a subsequent integration of their sexual identity with a personal identity, this
book is also unique in its cross-section of men from different ethnic backgrounds.
Although each story in this volume has a personal meaning to the individual youth
disclosing it, aspects of these narratives can express a normative experience
growing up gay or bisexual during the past two decades. For many of the
contributors and readers, these stories may prove to be not only ones of coming
out, but coming of age.
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Thick
Eight short contemporary stories celebrating gay love in its many forms. From
falling in love for the first time to mending a broken relationship to spending a
lifetime shared, each of the stories in this collection offer a glimpse into the lives of
gay men who live and love together. While a few of these stories are available in
anthologies, they are collected here for the first time.

Gay Romance
Sometimes, what seems like chance might just be fate… Patrick couldn’t know how
much his life would change that dark night. He saw them beating the poor boy,
kicking him while he lay cowering on the ground. He did the right thing, just being
a good Samaritan. But when he gazed into the auburn eyes of the eighteen year
old boy, his heart jumped, and his stomach tightened. The boy, Colton, was
gorgeous, and his sparkling eyes stole Patrick’s breath away. Instantly, he knew
why they were beating the boy, and it broke his heart. But what else could he do
for the boy? He did his duty as a decent man, and saved Colton from a cruel
battering. He never even considered that he’d saved Colton in another way, too.
And he certainly never expected that Colton would, in turn, be his savior… * Colton
knew why they were beating him. It was because he was gay. It wasn’t the first
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time, and it wouldn’t be the last. But what he didn’t know was that this time, a man
would rescue him. He certainly didn’t know the man would be so handsome, so
protective, so caring. He’d never thought he’d meet a man like that. A man he
could love. But love is rarely so simple, and Colton was inexperienced. Little did he
know, he had awakened Patrick, reignited his cooling heart. Like Patrick had saved
him from a vicious attack, Colton was now saving Patrick in his own, special way
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